Plan and control all stages of the productive chain monitoring physical and financial variables
Simulate scenarios, set targets, calculate costs, compile incomes and generate performance kpi’s

Innovate, manage and increase performance of Your Business
We research, innovate and take quality solutions to you

Partnership / Contract Management / Land Management

Solution Benefits


Enables viability analysis and internal return rate (IRR) according to
the desired contracting model;



Management of contracts drafts. The drafts is transformed in
templates with the contracts being automatically generated by the
system;



Control of suppliers debt centralizing all advance, payment or receipt
to the supplier in one place, being able to check the contract extract
at any time;



Safety control the fulfillment of contracts obligations;



Automatic calculation of wood purchase through the integration with
transport system to receive wood and integration with supplier debt
executing the debt discount and calculating the amount to be paid.
Possibility of bonus calculation.



Minimization of tax assessments risks by unconformities generated
related to legal demand of environmental agencies;



Cost reduction related to overpayments of taxes and fees related to
land property documents;



More traceability of the history of a property succession chain.

Main Functionalities


Land control;



Legal and non legal contracts control;



Internal return rate (IRR) calculation;



Electronic input of contracts and contract additives;



Budget control;



Master plan of programmed activities and material (prescription)
during the years of forest formation;



Contract management through the requests in the contracts and
electronic control of additives such as extension period,
exchange proprietor, area change, dissolution, among others;



Advance payment, financial and material control;



Approval workflow;



Wood delivery timetable;



Producer / Investment Banks debt control;



WEB Portal with contract extract (access for the producer);



Integration with GIS module;



Allows integration with Real Estate (RE-FX) SAP ERP module;



Property prospection;



Property registration control;



Succession chain control;



Legal and property titration process;



Contracts (Partnership, lease, purchase, servitude, exchange,
rent, lending and others).

INFLOR in numbers


IntegratINFLOR in numbers



First company in Systems for Forestry
Management;



Average growth of 30% each year;



Present across 4 continents;



80% Brazil market share;



+5.000.000 hectares of forests managed by
INFLOR’s solutions;



+20 years of experience in forestry business;



2x received ASUS Impact Awards prize;



Present in 7 of 10 bigger producers of
eucalyptus fiber in the world.

High Performance in Bio-Asset Management
INFLOR is changing bio-asset management all over the world. Since its creation, we collaborate with who has the
incredible mission to seed and harvest. Thus, there are more than 5 million hectares spread across 4 continents.
With a history of more than 20 years of experience, our solutions supports people in maximizing performance in
forestry and agricultural assets, allowing companies and producers improves its profits through conscious use of
natural resources and socioenvironmental respect. Its essence is transform technology in solid roots.
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